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To the Editor-in-Chief of BMC Anaesthesiology Journal

RE: Intraaortic Balloon Pump Counterpulsation and Cerebral Autoregulation: an observational study

We write in response to the Series Editorial Production Team, recommended modifications received 10\textsuperscript{th} March 2010.

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

• Authors’ contributions: Please indicate that all authors have read and approved the final manuscript.

\textit{The author has already amended and ensured all authors accept final changes.}

• Table 1: Please ensure table: fits within page and A4 format; Please ensure all vertical lines are removed from tables.

\textit{The author has already amended and ensured all authors accept final changes.}

We hope these modifications are satisfactory and we would be more than happy to answer any questions should the reviewers or Editorial Board feel they are required.

Yours Sincerely
Dr Judith Bellapart
MD, JFICM
Intensive Care Specialist
Royal Brisbane Women Hospital
Herston, Brisbane, QLD, Australia.